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Random Thoughts 
AI: Is It Real? 

Elsewhere in this issue, we point out that artificial intelligence 
ventures attracted over $9.0 billion in VC funds in 2018.  That’s a lot 
of scratch!  By coincidence, 60 Minutes recently did a piece on Kai-Fu 
Lee, a U.S.-educated Chinese venture capitalist with a long run of 
success from investing in AI startups in China.   

Scott Pelley’s interview with Mr. Lee was eye-opening, to a point, and 
the VC guru made several statements that might be considered both 
disheartening and threatening to future members of the global 
workforce.  For instance, he predicted that 40 percent of both blue- 
and white-collar workers would be displaced by AI in 15 years.  When 
pressed on that forecast, Mr. Lee restated his prediction, softening his 
tone to “displaceable.”   

In the U.S., several sectors are taking advantage of AI as the country 
retools from analog to digital technology.  Healthcare, finance, 
transportation and education claim to be making great strides with 
deep learning, predictive APIs, and image/speech recognition.  To be 
sure, our banks, retailers, and processors are getting smarter – IVRs 
are more helpful, marketing solicitations are better targeted, and our 
ability to detect potential fraud has become far more focused (urgent 
requests from Nigerian princes, notwithstanding).   

Interestingly, when asked “when will we know that a machine can 
actually think like a human?”  Mr. Lee replied, in part, “possibly never.”  
Why, you ask?  “Because I believe in the sanctity of our soul.  I 
believe there is a lot of things about us that we don’t understand.”  
Amen to that, brother. 

We believe what Mr. Lee meant to say was “because humans are 
irrational at their core.”  Why else would a consumer walk past an idle 
ATM to make a deposit with a teller in a bank branch?  Certainly, 
we’ve all learned to be comfortable with the technology and the  

 
efficacy of the process.  Could it be that we just want to talk to 
someone and have a spot of tea?  We think so.  Conversely, why do 
Costco Wholesale customers stand in long queues for the self-service 
checkout devices with their klugey quirks when traditional check stand 
lines are shorter and staffed with bubbly checkers?  Perhaps we 
would rather not have a stranger know that we’re buying more alcohol 
than we really need?  Maybe.   

We don’t quibble with Mr. Lee’s assertion that AI will inextricably alter 
how jobs are done in the future and by whom.  Rather, we assert that 
the gap between “displaced” and “displaceable” is as wide as the 
Grand Canyon.  And, as Evel Knievel learned the hard way, getting 
from one side to the other in two-leaps won’t cut it.  Indeed, it seems 
to us that the miraculous benefits associated with new technologies 
always come up a bit short.  Did ATMs replace tellers?  Not hardly.  
Are there fewer checkers in stores where self-checkout is also 
available?  Don’t think so.  Did EMV increase or decrease charge-
backs?  You tell us.   

In short, we’re encouraged that artificial intelligence is finally coming 
to fruition – AI started at Dartmouth College in 1956, after all.  In the 
long run, its application to “routinizeable” (not “routine”) tasks may 
bring non-trivial benefit to the global economy.  We’re also confident 
that senior executives will understand that disregarding irrational 
human behavior could cost them their jobs as consumers of financial 
services and tangible goods seek ways to avoid “the new world order” 
powered by AI. 

Off to a Students Run LA half-marathon! 

 Until Next Time… 
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2018 Predictions and Results  
Open APIs will gradually become something other than today’s exception to the rule.  Following the lead set by Wells Fargo, Bank of 
America, and Chase, each of the top ten banks will announce new Open Banking relationships with third parties. 
Q1: It’s happening, albeit gradually.  PFM and lending appear to be the most popular. 

Q2: Open Bank Project (openbankproject.com) is attempting to become an app store for bankers, developers, and customers.  OBP source 
code is available thru Github. 

Q3: Neobanks in the EU and UK are posting new membership measured in millions.  Meanwhile, U.S. efforts are poking along in the thousands.  
We may not have found the secret sauce yet. 

Q4: Most are getting there, due in part to the efforts by Plaid, a leading API house, to make this prediction come true. 

2018 is the year that blockchain (distributed ledger technology, or DLT) is taken seriously by the U.S. financial services industry.  Two 
significant pilots (probably on the commercial side of the house) will be announced. 

Q1: No significant announcements in financial services yet.  The healthcare industry is bubbling though, as Optum, UnitedHealthcare, Humana, 
and others launch a blockchain pilot aimed at reducing administrative costs. 

Q2: Not quite approaching consumer payments, but moving in that direction, both Walmart and Starbucks announce efforts to pilot blockchain in 
their respective supply chain management systems. 

Q3: JPMorgan’s Interbank Information Network (IIN) now has 75 multinational banks enrolled.  Not bad for a year’s work.  Meanwhile, JPM’s 
Quorum blockchain is attracting adherents. 

Q4: The Sovrin Trust Framework has attracted some heavy hitters including IBM; for their part, credit unions are playing as well, through joint 
ownership of CULedger. 
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2018 Predictions and Results  
Augmented Reality (AR) will move to the forefront of retailer mobile apps.  By the end of 2018, in-app product demos and virtual 
product try-ons features will become commonplace. 
Q1: Ikea, Dulux, Bic and Lowe’s are already in the game. 

Q2: Check out what Target is doing with cosmetics – pretty sweet.  And what Walmart is doing with 3D VR shopping; sweeter still. 

Q3: No new blockbuster AR announcements this quarter although the Ray-Ban application is pretty cool. 

Q4: It appears AR will experience take-up rates similar to mobile payments – slow and steady with no major ah-ha moments.  Just like ATMs in 
the 1970s. 

Amazon will begin dispensing pharmaceuticals (drugs and devices) by obtaining licenses in select states. 
Q1: Well, maybe not.  The mere suggestion that Jeff Bezos wants to disrupt big pharma has sent the incumbents scurrying for more friendly 

partnerships – Aetna and CVS; Walmart and PillPack, for instance.  This will be an interesting year for pharmaceuticals, we opine. 

Q2: Things got quiet all of a sudden as DoJ and other agencies take a peek at the Q1 transactions.  Oops!  Amazon swoops in to buy PillPack 
for $1.0 billion.  Bet Walmart is less than pleased. 

Q3: No additional news this quarter, a bitter pill to swallow. 

Q4: Looks like Amazon is still digesting PillPack and waiting for the next market blip to find a cheap “partner.”  For now, Walmart is standing pat 
with its Humana partnership to keep healthcare costs low. 

The number of ATMs in the U.S. will decline by 15 percent as non-EMV compliant machines are mothballed and deployers respond to 
slack demand. 
Q1: This one was too easy.  We’ve already seen M&A activity among device servicing firms and the two big U.S. manufacturers are scrambling 

for new strategies. 

Q2: Banks shuttered 1,700 branches in the U.S. last year; those ATMs went with them.  The industry claims a 1.4 percent sales growth rate – 
equivalent to standing still or worse. 

Q3: Note also that ATM managed service providers are shifting around; most notably, U.S. Bank is leaving the business.  Fiserv is taking the 
Elavon ATM business line and MoneyPass network for its own use. 

Q4: Despite industry and device consolidation, the ATM realm remains healthy and cash is king (depending on who you read).  
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2018 Predictions and Results  
The merchant services segment will continue to consolidate as value chain integration becomes the primary profit driver.  Expect to 
see at least two major M&A events. 
Q1: Nothing yet; stay tuned. 

Q2: PayPal’s acquisition of iZettle for $2.2 billion has got to earn us at least half a point. 

Q3: U.S. Bank doubles down on merchant services and buys ETS to expand its merchant reach. 

Q4: Too easy.  2019 won’t be. 

Venmo’s (unnamed) P2P competitors will follow its lead and announce plans to morph into POS and mPOS services. 

Q1: These plans will likely unfold in the commercial banking sector first.  U.S. Bank is already heading that way. 

Q2: Hong Kong has led the way with its Octopus P2P application now being used by enrolled merchants.  Meanwhile, Venmo is stepping up its 
game by issuing a Mastercard debit card to those wanting to use their Venmo balance to make merchant purchases. 

Q3: Zelle continues to play its cards quietly. 

Q4: Looks like Zelle is going to stick to its P2P knitting for now.  No matter, we’re going to carry this prediction over to 2019 because it’s too 
damn logical. 

Now for some controversy.  Big banks will continue to eschew the opportunity to solve the cannabis retailers’ banking and merchant 
services problems, but they will be solved.  Most likely by smaller banks and forward-thinking credit unions. 

Q1: This could all go away if cannabis is removed from the Schedule 1 category of drugs.  In the meantime, players like CanPay and PayQwick 
are offering workarounds while Attorney General Sessions uses the Supremacy Clause to play hardball. 

Q2: President Trump’s leaning toward pot legalization as well as the October 2018 “go smoke” liberalization in Canada might suggest that 
skirting Federal banking policies won’t be necessary for much longer.   

Q3: A Massachusetts credit union steps up to the plate and will offer depository services to cannabis dealers and distributors.  Lending services 
are “under review.”  

Q4: Maybe a new Attorney General will come to her/his senses.  Growers and distributors storing cash in private vaults does nothing for them or 
the banking industry (Google “bank multiplier effect” to see why).   
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2019 Predictions 
2018 Holdover: Venmo’s (unnamed) P2P competitors will follow its lead and announce plans to morph into POS and mPOS services. 

2019 is the year we will see the beginnings of mobile payments interoperability. 

Blockchain applications will proliferate; two global successes will be announced. 

Voice banking, a virtual assistant application, will gain in popularity despite predictions to the contrary. 

The Clearing House will launch its RTP system in earnest.  The Fed will play catch-up. 

The pharmaceutical industry will see another M&A transaction involving an outsider.  
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TrendWatch Summary – Q4 2018 
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Market and Industry Situation  
Focus Area Recent Movements 

Low   New Payment Forms Q4 is never a good period for innovation. 

Med   ATM Restructuring ATMIA’s Consortium for Next Generation ATMs is busy working on a new framework. 

High   POS Volume Trend Holiday season was huge, volume-wise.  Up 5-plus percent from a robust 2017. 

Low   Legal/Regulatory Issues Hard to address legal and regulatory issues with the Federal government shut down.  
Interesting news on the surcharging front out of New York. 

Low   New Venture Growth AI and AR are receiving the bulk of the new money and innovation. 

Med   Earnings 
Announcements 

Based on holiday sales, Q4 announcements should be great.  Then, there’s Apple. 

Low   Industry Investments Very little money coming to payments.  M&A is taking up the slack. 

Med   Payments Industry 
Security 

Marriott is the latest swine on the spit.  Loss of passport numbers could represent a national 
security threat.   

 
 

 

 

 Positive 

 Mixed 

 Negative 
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TrendWatch Summary – Q4 2018 

 

Industry Players to Watch 

N26 The Euro Neobank reached unicorn status last year and just raised another $300 million.  Plans call for entering the U.S. banking 
market in 2019. 

The AI Segment There’s far too much money flowing into AI for there not to be a shake-out as pressure mounts for the big guys to 
generate investment returns.  Look for some M&A activity. 

Apple Years ago, IBM transformed itself into a “services” company from a hardware house; looks like Apple is trying the same 
approach. 

Big Banks and TCH It’s pretty obvious that smaller FIs and a handful of retailers want the Fed to deliver gross real time settlement to 
propel the nation’s “faster payments” initiative.  The largest bankers think otherwise.  So, what’s new? 

Interoperability Among the “Pays” Because if it doesn’t happen, mobile payments isn’t going anywhere. 

Kroger The widely distributed family of consumer retailing and well-known brands is investing heavily in a wide range of consumer-
facing technology – from shelf signage to smart kiosks to “go” competition.  Time will tell if consumers are willing to remain loyal during 
the changes. 
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2018 Payments Industry YTD Yields 
Whew! We survived four Fed rate hikes and some pretty nasty economic news to settle out the year with a 50 bp gain.  Meanwhile, the Dow and 
S&P lost 5.6 and 6.2 percent in value, respectively.  So, why are stock prices important, again?  A.) Strong equity values keep the cost of corporate 
borrowing low. B.) Falling prices make companies vulnerable to take-overs.  C.) In a bit disjointed sense, stock prices reflect the market’s feeling 
about corporate strategy or management.  D.) Ideally, we won’t be working forever, and retirement sucks up a whole lot of cash.   

   

Sources: Company releases; Morningstar.com; Bloomberg.com; and Coinbase. 
Notes: 2018 YTD yield excludes dividends; based on 12/31/17 and 12/31/18 closing prices. 
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Interesting News This Quarter 
Subject Source / Date Summary 
Robinhood Various 

December 
Oops!  Low-cost, no-cost brokerage outfit, Robinhood, sailed a bit too close to the wind (an old reference 
to check kiting) when it announced new checking and savings accounts on December 13th.  Seems that 
Robinhood’s founder neglected to seek the necessary regulatory approvals and Federal insurance before 
launching its new products and published a retraction two days later.  Instead, Robinhood now plans to 
offer a more compliant form of “cash management tools” in 2019.  The forgiveness versus approval 
gambit doesn’t work in all cases, it seems.   

Visa CNBC.com 
December 

Card network operator, Visa, takes a hefty swing for the fences by partnering with Ingo Money to better 
enable smaller merchants to utilize Visa Direct for push payments.  Ingo runs a service branded 
“QuickConnect” that allows SMBs to skip the system-build step, a previous requirement.  The push-to-
card approach used by Visa Direct replaces paper checks and ACH methods for delivering funds to 
consumers in a hurry.  Ingo Money brings OnDeck, KeyBank, Safelite Solutions, and Snapsheet to the 
new relationship.   

Bitcoin PYMNTS.com 
December 

Well-worn bankers will tell you that concentration risk is not a good thing and the recent report on global 
Bitcoin holdings illustrates the point.  Digital research company, Delphi, discovered that 90 percent of the 
22.9 million Bitcoin addresses own less than one-tenth of a BTC worth roughly $340.  How many 
addresses own more than $10 million in BTC value, you ask?  588 is the answer.  Let’s see, price 
volatility akin to Ponzi’s tulip scandal, few places to use them, and less than 600 sitting in the cat-bird’s 
seat.  Why would we go long on BTC? 

U.S. Real 
Time 
Payments 

PYMNTS.com 
Bank Innovation 

December 

It seems we just can’t get away from the “BetaMax vs. VHS” wars even though that armed conflict began 
in 1975.  The deadline for public comment on the Fed’s proposed real time gross settlement system 
(RTGS) and liquidity tool passed in mid-December and, already, the battle lines have been drawn.  Those 
urging the Fed to enter the RTGS marketplace include the usual suspects – Amazon, Apple, Google, 
PayPal, Square, Stripe and Intuit while the rebel forces include – wait for it – big banks and The Clearing 
House (TCH).  Of course, the fact that TCH is owned by big banks and the network’s own RTP system is 
in the wild, nascent as it may be, might play a role in designing the playing field.  We’ve never been huge 
fans of the Fed; yet, in this case, we sympathize with the position it has been encouraged to play in much 
the same way we thought putting the public agency in charge of sorting out the Durbin Amendment was a 
mis-fit.  Surely, there is no chance for the Fed to meet the 2020 up-and-running system target offered up 
by the Faster Payments Task Force so, if it elects to build a RTGS system, eggs and tomatoes are likely 
to fly when 2020 rolls around.  We always preferred BetaMax but didn’t have a vote. 
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Interesting News This Quarter 
Subject Source / Date Summary 
U.S. cash 
preferences 

Business Insider 
December 

Recent efforts by a handful of retailers – mostly restaurants – to eliminate acceptance of cash for 
purchases may find the sledding tough if the survey of 1,000 consumers recently taken by Cardtronics is 
accurate.  Indeed; 92 percent of respondents “want to choose how to pay” at the point of sale while 67 
percent “do not like when stores or restaurants limit cash acceptance.”  QSR burger chain Shake Shack 
learned these lessons the hard way when its New York store went cashless.  Less than a year later, 
human cashiers got their jobs back and the order-and-pay kiosk was relegated to a broom closet.  Just a 
word to the wise; cash may be expensive to accept and hard for millennials to count, but consumers like 
it. 

CULedger Presser; 
Finextra 

December 

Opportunity leads to strange bedfellows, they say.  The worldwide blockchain experiment is a classic 
example.  Barclaycard and CULedger, the credit union consortium, have selected Sovrin for support of 
self-sovereign identity (SSI) support.  Both have taken on Stewardship roles meaning that they agree to 
abide by the requirements in the Sovrin Trust Framework and are responsible for operating the nodes that 
maintain the Sovrin distributed ledger.  Others in the Sovrin mix include Cisco, IBM and Swisscom, to 
name a few.  Strange bedfellows, indeed. 

T-Mobile Mobile Payments 
Today 

December 

Decades ago, several consumer studies on likely sources for banking services repeatedly scored 
telephone utilities as dead last in preference.  Fast forward to 2018 and we hear that T-Mobile is testing a 
banking service branded “T-Mobile Money.”  The service, backed by CustomersBank, is willing to pay up 
to 4 percent on balances up to $3,000 so long as $200 per month in direct deposits occur (Robinhood 
was only going to kick in 3 percent).  Cash withdrawals can be made at Allpoint ATMs for free.  T-Mobile 
is covering the mobile banking waterfront by offering the app on both iOS and Android platforms.  This 
isn’t T-Mobile’s first trip to the mobile banking Kool-Aid well.  “Mobile Money” was launched by the teleco 
in 2014 and shuttered in 2016.  Chase, Wells, and Citi probably aren’t too worried. 

PayPal Business Insider 
November 

Those fretting over PayPal’s future fortunes in a post-eBay world ought not.  The payments aggregator 
posted over $1.0 billion in volume on Black Friday and Cyber Monday, a company first.  Moreover, 43 
percent of these transactions were conducted on mobile devices, a 42 percent YoY increase.  Amazing 
how a simple idea works when management doesn’t muck it up. 
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Interesting News This Quarter 
Subject Source / Date Summary 
Square Business Insider 

December 
Traditional bankers applauded when Square withdrew its application for an Industrial Loan Corporation 
(ILC) license in mid-2018.  Seems the party’s over for ICBA and others as Square has amended its 
application and has reapplied for a banking ticket.  Square wants to add some punch to its Square Capital 
lending operation which, itself, is designed to attract merchandise sellers, both small and large.  There 
hasn’t been an ILC license issued in a decade, so Square may face rough seas as regulators ponder their 
options. 

MoneyGram Business Insider 
December 

Seeking ways to dodge competition from newer and cheaper forms of remittance (i.e., digital Fintech 
players), MoneyGram (MGI) is partnering with grocery giant, Kroger, to offer domestic bill payment 
through the retailer’s 1,900 Money Service centers across the country.  In doing so, MGI hopes to build 
brand loyalty and preference for times when larger remittances to offshore sites are needed by Kroger 
shoppers.  Interesting way to change the basis of competition, always a good strategy, we think. 

Chase Business 
Intelligence 
November 

Chase Bank takes a big step forward in the merchant-funded rewards category as it launches Chase 
Offers to its card base.  Cardholders can earn statement credits when shopping at partner retailers that 
number more than 150 companies.  Rewards of up to 10-percent-back (once a volume threshold is met) 
are common among the offerings. Access to the river of gilt is available through the bank’s mobile app 
which 32.5 million consumers actively use.  Interestingly, Chase has been the bank hit hardest by 
consumer rewards redemption expenses since the Sapphire Reserve card was launched in 2016.  

American 
Express 

Finextra 
November 

We’ve made quite a fuss over (China) UnionPay gaining access to the U.S. marketplace.  On one hand, 
we believe it’s good for domestic payments pricing and overall competition.  On the other, China’s 
embargo on U.S. payments players having direct access to its market seems overly harsh.  Until now, that 
is.  American Express is the first payments network to be granted full access to the Chinese retail 
acceptance market and will use a joint venture with LianLian to build out the country’s acceptance 
infrastructure.  Visa and Mastercard will continue their acceptance partnerships with UnionPay while their 
applications for independence are pending.  Nice job, AXP! 
Update: The Peoples Bank of China has snubbed Visa and Mastercard again by failing to acknowledge 
the applications filed by either card brand.  Some say the U.S.-China trade tariffs might be the culprit. 
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Interesting News This Quarter 
Subject Source / Date Summary 
Citizens Bank Forbes 

November 
It’s one thing to have The Clearing House (TCH) to develop and run a real time payments network; it’s 
quite another for a bank to announce plans to utilize real-time in its banking product line.  Citizens Bank, 
a TCH owner, plans to bring out real-time payments for its commercial banking customers in 2019.  Fiserv 
and its Dovetail payment hub company will be working behind the scenes to make real-time receipts go 
live first, and then follow up with sends via file or API transmissions later in the year.  Good to see the 
real-time flotilla stick its toe in the water.  Wonder who will be next? 

PayPal Cash PYMNTS.com 
October 

Until now, users of the PayPal Cash wallet have been constrained in its use in brick-and-mortar sites for 
cash in-and-out needs.  A new arrangement with Walmart changes that and users can access their cash 
at store locations for a $3.00 fee.  Availability is provided through Walmart Service Desks, ATMs, and 
cash registers, making the implementation an enterprise-wide effort.  PayPal edges closer to becoming a 
fully-integrated payments solution (and card brand competitor) under former AXP CEO Dan Schulman, it 
seems. 

Google Finextra 
January 

While U.S. bankers large and small pucker up over the thought that Fintech companies (large and small) 
might become legitimate competitors via new OCC licensing rules, Ireland’s central bank has granted 
authorization for Google to operate as a payments institution under the EU’s second Payment Services 
Directive (PSD2).  Not yet empowered to act as a full-service bank, Google can issue and acquire 
payments throughout the EU.  It’s likely that other FANG members will follow suit.  True, the U.S. doesn’t 
have a PSD2 mandate - yet.  Stay tuned, folks. 

Business 
Payments 
Directory 
Association 
(BDPA) 

Finextra 
October 

BPDA launched in 2016 with the goal of creating a directory of payments addresses for slinging B2B and 
other payments among U.S. companies and their correspondents/respondents.  BPDA took a step toward 
blockchain support in 2017 through a proof of concept venture with Discover.  NACHA has added its 
horsepower and clout to the endeavor by bringing BPDA under its umbrella.  Amazing what collaborative 
efforts can do when they put their minds to it. 

Venmo PYMNTS.com 
October 

You probably are not aware the Venmo is now charging 1.0 percent with a minimum of 25¢, but your kids 
are.  The PayPal subsidiary (via Braintree, an $800 million acquisition) asserts that the speed and 
convenience of Venmo P2P transfers warrants the charge.  Venmo competitor, Zelle, doesn’t charge a 
comparable fee, preferring to allow its owner/member banks to determine the value of “speed and 
convenience.”  Time will tell which of the two players has it right. 
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Interesting News This Quarter 
Subject Source / Date Summary 
Global ATMs Digital 

Transactions 
December 

Readers of headlines associated with the global ATM research report released in 2018 by London-based 
RBR Research might be thinking about putting their ATM fleets on the auction block.  Seems that ATM 
deployments peaked in 2017 at 3.28 million and have slid back since.  RBR predicts the level to drop to 
3.23 million by 2023.  The primary driver behind the global decline is China, which will shave 100,000 
units off its 700,000 base in pretty short order.  The popularity of Alipay and WeChat Pay is believed to be 
the root cause for the shrinkage in that part of the world.  Offsetting China’s device diet will be AMEA and 
Latin America; or so RBR claims.  In the U.S., efforts put forth by ATMIA’s Consortium for Next 
Generation ATMs are expected to bear fruit and keep our device fleet in good fettle.  Or, so the story 
goes. 

Chase Business Insider 
November 

Chase and Visa jointly announce a huge effort to get U.S. contactless cards off the schneid.  The bank 
intends to have all its cards contactless-enabled by mid-2019.  For context, less than 5.0 percent of U.S. 
cards are contactless while roughly 55 percent of all U.S. cards are issued by the bank.  This isn’t 
Chase’s first bite of the contactless apple; it issued and then shuttered, the Chase blink card thirteen 
years ago.  This time around, issuers of contactless cards will benefit from bank/merchant symmetry 
created by the liability shift mandate for EMV cards imposed by Visa and Mastercard.  So, the table is 
being set, the entrée is on the steam table, and the only variable left to ponder is whether consumers will 
use the damn things or skip dinner and go with mobile?   
Update: PenFed Credit Union has announced plans to reissue its base of ~600,000 cards with 
contactless functionality.   

Visa Bloomberg 
October 

Remember the Intel sound note that accompanies every television and radio ad for the company’s chips?  
Get ready for a similar tinkle each time you swipe, tap, or wave a Visa POS transaction.  The card brand 
is appropriately concerned that commoditization of payments will result in brand vaporization so we will all 
soon begin hearing a two-tone chirp, feel a “distinctive” vibration, and (if we hang around long enough) 
see a screen animation.  Super; more sound clutter.   is taking the same approach. 

Mastercard Various Like the symbol we used above?  It’s the latest Mastercard nameless logo variation.  Astute readers have 
observed the collection of historical changes to the “Master Charge” brand dating back to 1966 on the TW 
cover page.  Those napping have been warned. 
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Interesting News This Quarter 
Subject Source / Date Summary 
Click2Gov Digital 

Transactions 
December 

Card issuers ought to be watchful of fraudulent transactions arising from capture of cardholder information 
associated with the discovery that Click2Gov has been hacked.  Gemini Advisory estimates that nearly 
300,000 payment card records have been stolen from consumers using the government payments portal 
for utility payments and use fees.  Click2Gov boasts 600 U.S. installations spread across the country.  
Since each application is locally-hosted, reports of stolen credentials continue to pop up, ala “whack-a-
mole.”  A word to the wise and chief security officers. 

The restaurant 
industry 

Just an idle 
thought 

Wrangling between bankers and retailers over which group owns and controls customer data has been a 
daily occurrence since, well, forever.  The emergence of consumer preference for home delivery of hot 
meals may give rise to the same sort of bickering between restaurants and the burgeoning home delivery 
sector.  That is, what’s to keep marquee players like UberEats, DoorDash, GrubHub, or Postmates from 
launching direct-to-consumer campaigns promoting “favored” restaurants and menus?  Pattern 
recognition software used by any of these services could easily identify when during the week a 
household is most likely to receive a restaurant meal and determine which cuisine is preferred.  Cutting 
deals with restaurants eager to build or retain loyalty shouldn’t be all that difficult either.  Watch for a new 
round of arguments and perhaps some litigation over data control, we suggest.  Parenthetically, the meal 
delivery sector continues to attract investors – Postmates ginned up $300 million in VC money in 2018 
while California-based DoorDash notched almost $1.0 billion through a SoftBank mega round.  All the 
more reason for delivery services to flex their customer preference information muscle to keep the growth 
engines running.  

POS 
surcharging 

Digital 
Transactions 

January 

New York state has thrown in the towel in the brouhaha over POS surcharges by withdrawing from the 
challenge offered up by merchants to the state’s ban on credit card surcharging.  This action follows a 
ruling by the state’s appellate court affirming retailers’ right to assess payment fees at the point of sale so 
long as the merchant, and not the consumer, does the arithmetic.  That is, final purchase prices must be 
spelled out in dollars and cents, including the surcharge.  New York joins Florida, Texas and California in 
recently voided bans, leaving only six states still having bans in place.  Plaintiffs had argued (successfully) 
that the surcharge ban violated First Amendment rights.  So it goes. 

U.S. banking 
system 

CNBC 
January 

Here’s a good bar scene trivia question: “according to some, banks fail all the time; how many went under 
in 2018?”  Answer: none.  And, 2018 was only the third year for zero failures since 1933, the year the 
FDIC was founded.  For reference, 534 banks failed in 1989.  Probably not a couple of facts that keep 
everyone awake at night but a nice-to-have bit of trivia, anyway. 
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Interesting News This Quarter 
Subject Source / Date Summary 
VC funding in 
the U.S. 

Statista 
January 

We don’t often use charts to make a point but this illustration from Statista makes the VC funding point 
quite well.  Sadly, payments innovators are not getting the share of these funds that we think it deserves.  
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M&A and Alliance Activity 
Buyer/Investor Target 

Payments 
Emphasis Possible Strategy 

Andreessen 
Horowitz, 
Lightspeed, 
Alphabet 

Basis (fka 
Basecoin) 

Cryptocurrency “The best laid plans of mice and men . . .” the saying goes.  Basis started out as 
Basecoin, a reference to the project’s intent on developing a “stablecoin” designed to 
eliminate market volatility tied to cryptocurrencies.  Basis had planned to use an 
algorithmic central bank to maintain stability instead of collateralizing its currency.  Alas, 
the leadership concluded that the resulting product would merely compete with other 
stablecoin offerings – USD Coin, Gemini Dollar, Maker Dao’s Dai – and opted to return 
what was left of the $133 million raised from investors.  Better to live to fight another day, 
perhaps. 

Mary Meeker, et 
al. 

Plaid API developer The claim is that 25 percent of consumers touch Plaid’s products literally every time they 
conduct financial transactions.  Ms. Meeker and other investors have demonstrated their 
faith in the future of API-enabled payments and banking by plunking down $250 million in 
VC funding, bringing total Plaid funding to $310 million.  Venmo, Acorns, Robinhood, and 
LendingClub are beneficiaries of Plaid’s innovative approach to screen-scraping, a lost art 
dating back to the last millennium.   
Chase Bank watchers might recall that the bank announced a data-sharing agreement 
with Plaid in October 2018.  We surmise that this makes sense for the bank in two ways – 
the altruistic value it brings to existing and new banking relationship and the mercurial 
value the bank might glean through fees it charges to third parties interested in plugging 
in.  Either way, the agreement looks good for Plaid and Chase. 
Update: Plaid continues to branch out and has acquired Quovo, a user interface widget 
developer (read: competitor) with an emphasis on the wealth management segment.  
Expect to see more integration opportunities through M&A for Plaid, we think. 

Galaxy Digital Good Money Neobank Founded on principles of solving society’s financial inequities as well as other ills, Good 
Money is a Los Angeles-based startup that has plans to offer FDIC-insured savings 
accounts paying 2 percent (lest we forget, Robinhood was going to pay 3 percent) and to 
give customers equity when they open an account, install the app, refer friends, and set 
up direct deposit.  Galaxy Digital, via its Galaxy EOS VC Fund is betting that Good Money 
is on the right track and has invested $30 million in the venture.  The waiting list is 
expected to open in January 2019.  References to good money after bad might be 
inappropriate, or too soon. 
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M&A and Alliance Activity 
Buyer/Investor Target 

Payments 
Emphasis Possible Strategy 

Citibank Privitar Data privacy Our breach-a-day environment has encouraged several merchants and banks to take 
serious steps to protect customer/depositor data.  The latest such action was made in 
December by Citibank.  The bank has taken a minority interest in Privitar, a UK-based 
outfit with offices in London, Paris and New York.  The company uses machine learning to 
enable faster decisions about data security actions and to case-harden private identity 
information.  Citibank’s investment is on top of $16 million raised in 2017.  Older readers 
will recall that Citibank used to build its own ATMs in a warehouse facility in Santa 
Monica, California so this investment isn’t out of character. 

KKR, 
CreditEase, 
others 

Cross River 
Bank 

Fintech 
banking 
services 

Cross River Bank (CRB), the New Jersey-based commercial bank you’ve likely never 
heard of, raises $100 million in new funding to extend its reach into the Fintech industry.  
A player since 2008, CRB delivers banking-as-a-service and payments functionality to 
Fintech players like RS2, Coinbase, TransferWise, and RocketMortgage.  KKR’s share of 
the investment is $75 million.  The bank thrives on its partnering relationships with non-
banks keen on disrupting the financial service ecosystem, a business model that might 
cause palpitations in some quarters.  Total CRB equity funding now totals $128 million.  

Eniac Ventures, 
NEA, Nyca 
Partners, SVB 

Zero Financial Neobank San Francisco-based Zero Financial raises $16 million in VC funds to propel its just-out-
of-the-chute iOS app for consumer banking.  A rather simple system consisting of a 
Mastercard credit card and a checking account, the top three tier levels of the relationship 
generate from 1 to 3 percent in interest plus up to 1.75 percent in rewards if the “Debit-
style Experience” of paying off the balance monthly is enabled.  The top tier account 
requires $100,000 in annual card spend.  Of course, the standard bells and whistles are 
present – no fees, free withdrawals, etc.  WebBank is behind the scenes handling 
customer balances.  A lot of seemingly qualified people have been working on Zero for the 
past two years so, perhaps this neobank venture has a chance of making the grade. 
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M&A and Alliance Activity 
Buyer/Investor Target 

Payments 
Emphasis Possible Strategy 

Kleiner Perkins, 
DST Global 

Plastiq Remittance 
company 

Plastiq gins up another $27 million in Series C VC funding thereby increasing its outside 
capitalization to $72.3 million.  The six-year old startup based in San Francisco and 
Ontario, Canada allows businesses and consumers to pay any bill via credit card.  Plastiq 
takes the required payment on behalf of creditors and either posts a check or wire transfer 
to those companies or individuals unwilling or unable to accept plastic payments.  The 
company charges 2.5 percent of the payment to cover its costs.  Users generate rewards 
and use the line of credit backing the card to take vendor discounts and manage cash 
flow.  The fee seems steep but after six years it seems to be working.  Clever. 

Andreessen 
Horowitz, Spark 
Capital, Matrix 
Partners, others 

Earnin Payroll 
remittances 

Earnin, the developer of an app that gives people access to their paycheck directly from 
their smartphones, raised $125 million in funding. Total funding is rapidly approaching 
$200 million.  The app enables employees to draw on their paychecks throughout the 
month on an as-needed basis.  Because it’s positioned as an employee perk, no 
consumer fees are involved.  Big hitters that offer the service include Bank of America, 
Starbucks, Chase, Walmart and Apple, to name a few.  Gone are the days of the bi-
weekly pay envelopes filled with cash, it seems. 

Paramount CKE ATM 
Solutions 

ATM 
deployment 

More evidence to the possibility of a shrinking body of global ATMs are the frequent 
mergers of ATM ISOs.  For instance, Pennsylvania-based Paramount Management Group 
has taken over New Jersey-based CKE ATM Solutions this quarter.  Despite the results 
of the cash preference survey funded by Cardtronics, ATM ISOs are seeing fewer 
transactions through their devices, prompting some to find other lines of work.  We can 
expect to see more of these transactions in the future. 

Visa Earthport Plc Remittance 
APIs 

UK-based Earthport Plc boasts of heavy weight clients seeking international remittance 
support including Bank of America, Hyperwallet and Transferwise.  Visa spends $250.6 
million to gain a leg-up on competitors in the digital international remittance market.  In 
particular, Visa seeks to leverage its existing B2B payments platform which already 
represents 11 percent of its total payment volume for 2018.  Earthport, a Ripple partner, 
uses DLT technology and promotes itself as being faster and cheaper than alternative 
remittance processing houses.  The connect-the-dots issue here is that DLT and trans-
border remittances may become one of the payments initiatives that will propel both to 
new levels of customer convenience and acceptance. 
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M&A and Alliance Activity 
Buyer/Investor Target 

Payments 
Emphasis Possible Strategy 

Citibank OnDot 
Systems 

Mobile banking 
app 
enrichment 

Citibank Ventures has taken an undisclosed strategic investment in OnDot Systems, a 
provider of enrichment services for card issuers worldwide.  OnDot’s 4,300 card issuer 
clients use the startup’s authorization, proximity controls and merchant specifications to 
enable cardholders to control when and how their cards can be used.  Given Citibank’s 
play in co-branded and white-label cards, the OnDot investment is a natural fit.   

Angel investors QRails Card issuer 
processing 

2016 startup, QRails, lands $7.0 million in angel investments from key executives with 
Hastings Insurance, Barclaycard, Visa, and Adfisco.  The newcomer’s cloud-based 
processing systems, based in the UK and Denver, are beginning to attract new customers 
to their prepaid, debit and credit card applications.  Loyalty and private label solutions 
appear attractive to football clubs (“soccer” to some folks) and banks alike.  Star Network 
is a processing partner while the head of product strategy is Cathy Corby Iannuzzelli, a 
well-respected name in our industry. 

Nets Concardis Various Payments networks, including those owned in a cooperative fashion, continue to create 
value for users and shareholders.  It’s been quite some time since the last association-
style M&A transaction in the U.S., but other parts of the world continue to use the many-
to-few approach to make a buck.  The recently finalized merger between Denmark’s Nets 
and Germany’s Concardis validates that assertion.  PE firms Advent and Bain Capital 
acquired Concardis from a consortium of German banks for a reported $745 million in 
2017.  Nets and Concardis merged at the end of 2018 with Concardis shareholders 
swapping their shares for those of the surviving entity.  The new business generates €500 
million in EBITDA on €1.3 billion in revenue.  Not a bad pay-off for Advent and Bain.  
Good to see that the association model still thrives when bankers collaborate. 
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M&A and Alliance Activity 
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Payments 
Emphasis Possible Strategy 

Synchrony PayPal TechCrunch This one slipped through the cracks in mid-2018, but it’s significant so we’re playing catch-
up.  Synchrony has acquired the credit card portfolio belonging to PayPal for $7.0 billion.  
The bank picked up $6.8 billion in consumer receivables and $0.8 billion in participation 
interests tied to unrelated third parties.  We consider this move to be particularly 
interesting because it suggests that PayPal is willing to forego the earnings from the 
portfolio over potential gains to made to through M&A activity funded by the purchase 
price.  Then there’s the possibility that PayPal’s crystal ball portends tough-sledding for 
the U.S. economy in the coming quarters and getting out while the getting’s good is worth 
the risk.  Either way, the messages – PayPal is going on a shopping spree or credit card 
delinquencies are heading for the moon – are worthy reading, twice. 

Trellance IronSafe Presser Trellance, the credit union CUSO (and former card processor) that focuses on credit 
union strategy and compliance, has acquired IronSafe, an Illinois-based software house 
focused on data extraction and analytics.  Information integration with core and adjunct 
systems is the emphasis Trellance places on building portfolio value and member growth 
strategies.  Terms were not disclosed.  Good move though.  

Global investors Artificial 
intelligence 

CB Insights If you subscribe to the notion that tracking VC and PE investments permits a peek at 
future trends in technology and consumer benefits, then you might consider looking at 
what is happening with artificial intelligence (AI) funding.  CB Insights has found that AI 
funding in 2018 exceeded $9.0 billion, but that the number of angel-level deals completed 
last year has declined for the first time since 2013.  This leads us to believe that the big AI 
players are already in place and future expansion activities will be based on M&A as the 
smaller players fall prey to the heavy hitters.  History teaches us that new industries 
experience contraction in the number of competitors as those remaining begin to enter 
their hyper-growth phase.  Look for more AI-powered apps soon; be they enterprise 
solutions or just a smartphone widget. 
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Useful Links for More Information 
Here are some companies referenced earlier should you care to learn more about them. 

Company Role Link 

Cross River Bank Fintech funding bank https://www.crossriver.com 

CULedger Credit union blockchain consortium https://www.culedger.com 

N26 Euro challenger bank (for now) https://n26.com/en-us 

OnDot Systems Card control tools https://www.ondotsystems.com 

Plastiq Credit card payments platform https://www.plastiq.com 

QRails Cloud-based card processing https://www.qrails.com 

Robinhood Low cost investing https://robinhood.com 
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Back in the Day!  
Maybe too futuristic for this section, but funny anyway. 

 

 


